
Name: ____________________________ Date: _________ Core:______ 
 

Alexander the Great 
 
Directions: Look through the text features from pages 334-337. What information do you think 
you will find/learn about in these pages? 
 
 
 
Complete the guided notes below as we read through these pages together. 
 

1) The Rise of Macedonia 

a) _______________--in northern part of Greek peninsula 

b) Had their own ________________ and were governed by ______________ 

c) Regained their independence from _____________ when _____________ lost 

to Greece 

d) King ___________________ elected in ________________, built powerful 

________________, and developed new military strategies (for example, 

changing _________________in battle while in __________________; used 

longer __________________ to keep enemies at ____________________) 

e) Philip tried to ________________ with Greek city-states, but ended up going to 

____________________r 

f) 338BC--Philip and his son ___________________ defeated 

________________ and ____________________ and gained control of all 

_________________________ 

g) Conquered Greek city-states kept their ______________________ but were 

required to support Philip 

h) Philip ____________________ at his daughter’s wedding 

 

2) Alexander’s Conquests 

a) ___________________ Alexander assumed throne 

b) Was taught by _____________________ 

c) He _______________ the _______________ of some Greek city-states after 

his father’s death; was able to __________________ Greece 

d) 334BC--_________________ led troops into battle in Asia; troops were very loyal 



e) ________________________(freed) __________________ and 

______________ from Persian rule 

f) Founded the city of ____________________ on edge of Nile Delta 

g) By end of _________________--defeated ______________ king 

h) Built a vast empire in only ___________________; people called him 

___________________________________________ 

i) Wanted to ______________ the world but his army 

_________________________(refused to go) because he had 

_______________ them a great distance for many years; they were 

_______________and _________________) 

j) In 323BC, he _____________________; infant son was too young to take 

control so Alexander’s generals _____________   ________________ into 

smaller ______________________ 

k) Alexander founded ____________ cities everywhere he went; 

________________ customs ______________ with other cultures in these 

places; ________________ (means Greek-like) culture emerged and 

________________ from __________________ to ________________ 

 


